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By a triangulated n-manifold we shall mean a simplicial complex whose body is a compact 
connected metric space every point of which posseses a neighborhood homeomorphic to an 
n-cell. A triangulated n-manifold has few vertices provided it has at most n + 5 vertices. We 
prove ihat for all n / 4, the triangulated n-manifolds with few vertices are p.l. spheres. For n = 4 
a triangulated n-manifold with few vertices is either a p.1. sphere or is not a homology sphere. 
1. Introduction 
We say that a triangulated n-manifold has few vertices if it has at most n + 5 
vertices. In [1] Altshuler proves that every 3-manifold with few vertices is a 
3-sphere. We extend this theorem to prove that for n /> 5 every.n-mani fo ld with 
few vertices is a sphere and, in fact, is a p.I. sphere. 
In [6] Kirby and Siebenmann show that not every topological n-manifold is a p.I. 
manifold, but it has been conjectured that every topological n-manifold can be 
triangulated. A consequence of the above extension of Altshuler's theorem is that if 
a topological n-manifold M can be triangulated with the link of each vertex having 
fewer than n + 5 vertices, then ]M I is a p.l. n-manifold.  
2. Definitions 
We shall be dealing with topological n-manifolds, that is, compact, connected 
metric spaces every point of which possesses a neighborhood homcomorphic  to an 
n-cell. A triangulated manifold is a simplicial complex whose body is an n- 
manifold. Recall that a map f : l  K I'--~ILI is piecewise linear (p.l.) if there are 
subdivisions K '  and L '  of K and L respectively such that f : K'--~ L '  is simplicial. A 
p.l. n-ball is a polyhedron that is p.I. homeomorphic  to an n-simplex. A p.l. 
n-sphere is a polyhedron which is p.I. homeomorph ic  to the boundary on an 
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(n + 1)-simplex. A p.I. n-manifold M" is a Euclidean polyhedron in which every 
point has a (closed) neighborhood which is a p.I. n-ball. Clearly every p.l. 
n-manifold is the body of a triangulated n-manifold. 
If (r is any simplex of a triangulated manifold M then by star(o', M) we mean the 
union of all simplices containing o- (all of our simplices are closed). By ast (o-, M) we 
mean the union of all simplices of M that miss o-, and by the link of o" in M, denoted 
by L(tr, M), we mean star (o-, M) f"l ast (o-, M). It is well known that if L(o-, M) is a 
p.I. (n - k -  1)-sphere for each k-simplex tr in M, 0<~ k ~< n, then M is a p.l. 
n-manifold (see for example [5]). 
We shall be working in the dual complexes of our manifolds, that is, the complex 
of barycentric stars (see [3]). When M has few vertices itwill be shown that the dual 
complex B(M) has particularly nice structure. The dual complex will be a simple 
gcc-complex, which we now define. 
A ( -  l)-gcc is the empty set and a 0-gcc is a point. Inductively, an n-gcc G is a 
closed n-cell whose boundary is the union of a collection of k-gcc's, - 1 ~< k ~< 
n - 1, called faces of G, such that 
(1) if F~ is a face of a face F2 of G then F~ is a face of G, 
(2) if F~ and F., are faces of G then F~ N F~ is a face of F~ and F~. 
An n-gee-complex K is any set that is the union of a collection of k-gee's, 
- 1 ~< k ~< n, called faces of K, such that (1) and (2) hold and such that at least one 
face of K is of dimension . The underlying polyhedron [ K [ is the union of the cells 
of K. The topology of [ K [ is the identification topology. If for an n-gee-complex K,
[K[ is a manifold we say that K is a gee-decomposition of,the manifold. An 
n-gee-complex K is defined to be simple provided each k-face, 0~ < k ~< n-  1, 
belongs to exactly (n -k  + 1) n-faces of K. The faces of dimension n in an 
n-gee-complex will be called facets. 
The definition for star, antistar, and link are similar to the definition for simplicial 
complexes, with "simplex" replaced by "face". Many basic properties of gcc's are 
found in [2]. 
If M is a triangulated manifold, weconstruct the dual complex B(M) as follows. 
First we take the first barycentric subdivision M' of M'. For each simplex o" of M let 
t~, be the vertex of M' at the centroid of o'. The star dual to o" is defined to be 
f" l~ostar (v, M'). The set of all stars dual to simplices of M form the dual complex 
of M. In the dual complex incidences are reversed, that is, if o'~ C o'2 then the star 
dual to o-2 is a subset of the star dual to o-~. If all of these stars are cells it follows that 
the dual complex is a simple gcc-decomposition f M. 
3. Fundamenta l  p roper t ies  of  man i fo lds  
A simpliciai complex K is called a. homology n-manifold if it is connected, 
n-dimensional, and for every k-simplex o', 0~<k ~<n-1 ,  the boundary of 
star (o', K) has the same homology groups as a (n - 1)-sphere (i.e., it is an homology 
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sphere). If v is a vertex of an homology n-manifold K then L(v, K) is a homology 
manifold that is a homology sphere (see [3, art. 7-7]). By induction we have: 
Lemma 3.1. In arty homology n-manifold the link of any k-simplex, 0<~ k <~ 
n - 1, is a homology sphere. 
In order to show that the dual complex of manifolds with few vertices are simple 
gcc-decompositions of the manifolds we will prove that the barycentric stars are 
cells. In order to do this we will need: 
Lemma 3.2. If or is a simplex in a homology n-manifold M then the boundary of the 
barycentric star dual to or is homeomorphic to L(o-, M). 
This lemma is well known and its proof is 
exercise 6]). 
Two fihal lemmas needed are the following: 
straightforward (see [8, p. 27, 
Lemma 3.3. I rA and B are p.I. n-balls contained in a complex K such that A tq B 
is a p.I. (n - 1)-ball contained in aA and aB. Then A U B is a p.l. n-ball. 
The proof of Lemma 3.3 is found in [5, p. 39]. 
Let X be a point so that X,A  and X,B  are p.l. (n + 1)-balls, where X,A  
denotes the join of X with A. Then a p,I. homeomorphism k : aA -~ aB extends to 
a p.I. homeomorphism/~:x,  aA --> x ,  aB. Then X,A  U ~X,B  is, by Lemma 3.3, a 
p.l. (n + 1)-ball with boundary A t3, B and we have proved the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.4. I rA and B are p.l. n-balls then the p.I. manifold obtained by glueing 
the boundary of A to the boundary orB by a p.l. homeomorphismt is a p.i. sphere. 
Lemma 3.5. Let K be a connected CW-complex of dimension rt (n > 1) and let B~ 
(i = 1,2) be n-cells, disjoint in K. Let K' = (K - [J~ t_J /~2)LI, S"-1 • I where 1~ = 
interior of B and q~ identifies the boundary of S "-~ • I = S "-~ • {0} LI S "-I • {1} with 
the boundary of B ! and B2 respectively. Then H~(K'; Z) ~ O. 
Proof. Let K=KUc~D"x I  where ~5 glues D"x{0} to B~ and D"x{1} to B2. 
Consider the Mayer-Vietores equence for the triple (/~; K, D" x I): 
H,(D" x I)@H,(K)---* H,(/~)--~/~0(B, U B,)-*/~o(D" x 1)@/-)o(K), 
where H,(X) is the singular homology of X with integer coefficients ( ee [3]). As K 
is connected, then this sequence reduces to 
H1(K)---~ H,(K.)----> Z ----> 0, 
hence H~(/() ~ 0. 
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Now consider the triple (/(  ; K', D" • I): 
H,(K'  VI D" • I)--~ H,(D" • I)@H,(K')--> H,(K,)---~ I2Io(K' N D" x I). 
But K 'V ID "X I=S " - Ix / ,  which for n>l  is connected. Hence, the above 
sequence reduces to 
H,(S"-' x 1)4  H,(K')--> H,(g)- - ,O,  
but since H, (K)~ 0 it follows that H, (K ' )~ O. 
We shall call the process of glueing S"-~x I to K - /3 t  O/~2 adding a handle 
to K. 
4. The main theorems 
Theorem 4.1. I f  K is a connected simple n-gcc-complex and K has at most n + 5 
facets, then 
(1) for n = 3 and n >-5, K is a sphere, 
(2) for n = 4, K is a sphere or not a homology sphere, 
(3) for all n >I 3, the link of a vertex in K is an (n - 1)-sphere, and i lK  is a sphere 
then the antistar of a vertex is a cell. 
Proof. For n = 3, (1) follows by duality from Altshuler's theorem [1], and (3) 
follows from Moise [7]. 
We shall now proceed by induction on n. The general idea is to pick a vertex v of 
K and study the structure of star(v,X),  L(v ,K)  and ast(v,K).  By applying 
induction it will be shown that L(v, K) is a sphere and star (v, K) is a cell. Then, as 
star (v, K) must contain n + 1 facets, there are at most four facets in ast (v, K). By 
exhausting the various ways that the facets in ast (v, K)  meet we show that except in 
dimension four, ast (v, K) is a cell and thus K is a sphere while in dimension four we 
show that either ast (v, K) is a cell or else K is not a homology sphere. 
First we examine L (v, K). The set L(v, K)  is the union of the sets ast (v, F) for all 
faces F meeting o. Let F be a face of K meeting o. If we let k be the dimension of 
F, then F lies in exactly n - k + 1 facets. A facet of F is the intersection of F with 
one of the remaining (n +5) - (n -k  + 1)= k +4 facets. It follows that F is a 
simple (k - 1)-gcc-complex with at most k + 4 vertices. If k ~< 2 then, since F is a 
sphere it is clear that ast (v, F)  is a cell. If k ~> 3 then by induction ast (v, F)  is a cell. 
The set of cells of the form ast (v, OF) form a simple (n - 1)-gcc-complex with 
exactly n + 1 facets, and clearly must be isomorphic to the boundary of the 
n-simplex. Since this simple gcc-complex is just L(o, K) we have established the 
first part of (3). 
Now we consider ast (o, K)  which contains four facets, FI, F2, F3 and F4. We shall 
examine the ways that these facets fit together by considering the nerve of the 
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collection of faces that are in ast (v ,K)  but not in L(v,K).  The nerve N is 
constructed as follows. Corresponding to each facet F~ is a vertex v~ of N. A 
collection of vertices of N determines a k-simplex of N if and only if the 
corresponding facets intersect on a (n -k ) - face .  Since `gast(v,K) is a sphere, 
ast (v, K)  is connected, and since two facets in a simple n-gcc meet if and only if 
they meet on an (n - 2)-face, we see that N is connected. In examining the various 
possible nerves we wish to show that in each case either U~=IF~ is a cell or 
4. ,9 U~=l F~ is not a sphere. 
Case I: N is a simple circuit of four edges. In this case `9 U~=l F~ is homeomor-  
phic to a cylinder with bases identified. There are only two identification 
homeomorphisms, one orientation reversing, and one producing a manifold 
homeomorphic to S" - Ix  S !. In both cases ,9 U4=1F~ is not a sphere which is a 
contradiction. 
Case II: N contains a vertex meeting only one edge. This corresponds to the case 
that one facet, say F1, meets only one other facet, say F2. In this case U~-I F~ is a 
cell if anti only if U~=2 F~ is a cell, and ,9 U~=l F~ is a sphere if and only if O U~=2 F~ is 
a sphere. Thus if we also consider nerves with 1, 2 or 3 vertices then this case is 
eliminated. 
Case I I I: N contains a vertex, say oi, belonging to exactly two edges but not to a 
2-simplex. Without loss of generality, let the vertices joined to vl be v2 and v3. If v~ 
and 03 are joined, then A = U~.~F~ is connected and also ` gA is connected. Since 
,gA is a CW-complex, we have by Lemma 3.5 that HI (O U~=t F~ ; Z )  ~ 0 which 
contradicts the fact that ` 9 I,.J~=l F~ is a sphere. 
If o2 and v3 are not joined, then it is easy to see that N is either a simple circuit or 
has a vertex meeting a single edge. 
Case IV" N contains an edge be:onging to two triangles but not to any 
2-simplices. Removing the edge produces a connected nerve N'.  The set U~=l F~ is 
homeomorphic to a set obtained by taking a collection C of n-cells whose nerve is 
N '  and identifying two disjoint (n - 1)-cells on the boundary. This is the same as 
adding a handle to the union of the cells in C. By Lemma 3.5, ` 9 U~=~ F~ is not a 
sphere. 
To complete our investigations of nerves we shall consider nerves with three or 
four vertices which do not occur in Cases I - IV  (the cases of nerves with one or two 
vertices are trivial). There are only three nerves with three vertices (Fig. 1). It is 
easy to see that these correspond to collections of cells whose t~nion is a cell if and 
only if the boundary of their union is a sphere. 
There are three possible nerves with four vertices to consider. They are the 
boundary of the tetrahedron minus one 2-simplex, the boundary of the tetrahedron, 
Fig. t. 
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and the tetrahedron. In the case of the boundary of the tetrahedron minus a 
2-simplex and the tetrahedron we leave it to the reader to check that U~-I F~ may 
4 be shelled, that is, one may remove facets from U i - i  F~ one at a time in such a way 
that the facet being removed meets the union of the remaining facets on an 
(n  - 1)-cell. It follows that U~-I F~ is a cell. 
3 We now turn to the remaining case. It is easy to see that B = U i . t  F, is an n-cell. 
For each i = 1,2, 3, Ci =/:4 O F~ is an (n - 1)-cell. Furthermore, Ct n C2, C2 n C3 
and C3 O C~ are (n - 2)-cells. It follows that U~~ C~ is homeomorphic to a cylinder 
with bases identified. Since U~l  C~ lies in an (n - 1)-sphere (namely ,9 U~=~ F~) it is 
orientable and thus is homeomorphic to D"-~x S 1. We eliminate this case when 
n~4 by showing that a U~F~ is not a homology sphere. 
To see this observe that 
ast(o,K)=BUF4, BAF4~D"-2• ~, 
`gast(v,K)=(OB-int( O.t Ci) )U ( ` gF4-int( ~ C,) ), 
( OB - int ( O. Ci ) ) n ( ` 9.F4- int ( .3l_j= C~ ) ) --~ S ~-3 x s'. 
As both B and F4 are n-balls, dB ~ aF4~-S ~-~. Let L = `gB- in t ' (U~ G)  and 
3 3 i, : ` 9(U~t Ci)--~L, i2:`9(U~.1C~)---~U,~ C~ be the inclusions of the boundary. 
Also, let i~:L--~aB and i2:(U~=~C~)--~`gB be inclusions:. Consider the 
Mayer-Vietores equence for the triple (tgB, L, U~.~ C~), 
,,,(0 0 ( ) ,-, C~;Z)----~ rt, ,=,O C';Z oH,(L;Z) , H,(aB;Z), 
where Hi (X; Z)  is the ith singular homology with coefficients in the integers. Since 
a U~=, C~ ~ S "-3 x S ~, H, (`9 U~., C~; Z)-~ Z, for n fi 4. Furthermore, U~=, C, - 
D"-2 x S ~ implies H~(U~=, Ci ; Z)  = Z. In addition `gB ~ dF~ ~ S "-~ which for n ~> 3 
implies H, (S "-~ ; Z)  = 0. It follows that H~ (L; Z )  = 0. An identical argument 
proves H, (c~F4 - int (U~., G) ;  Z)  = 0. Let 
s,:L---~`gast(v,K), s2: V---~,gast(v,K), 
3 3 
t,:,9 U C, ~ L, t~:,9 U C, --~ V 
i~ l  i=1  
be the inclusions where V = dF~- int (U~ C~). 
Consider now the Mayer-Vietores equence for the triple (0 ast (o, M), L, V), 
-~H2(Oast(v,K);Z)--*H, 0 U q ;Z  ----,H,(L;Z)@H,(V;Z)-~. 
i=!  
From the above observations H~(L ;Z)=H, (V ;Z)=0 for n~4 and 
H, (0 UL ,  q ;Z)= Z. Hence we have an exact sequence 
--~ H2 (,gast (v, K); Z)--~ Z--~ 0. 
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It now follows that /-/2(,9 ast (v, K) ; Z) ~ 0, and since O ast (v, K) = O star(v, K) = 
S "-t, we have for n >4,  H2(Oast (v ,K ) ;Z )=O.  When n --4, this case cannot be 
eliminated. If it does occur, however, we shall see that K is not a homology 
4-sphere. 
To see this, consider the triple (ast (v, K), B, F 0. We have the sequence 
r! - - r  2 ,~ 
H2(B;Z)@Hz(F4 ;Z)  " ~" Hz(as t (v ,K ) ;Z ) - - *  
H,(Us  G;Z)  ' ' '~'" , H, (B; Z)@H,  (F,; Z), 
where rl: B----~ast(v,K), rz: F4---~ast(v,K), sl: ~-J~=,G---~B, & : I_J~=,c,----~F4 are 
the inclusions. B and F4 are 4-balls, hence Hi (B ;-Z) -~ Hi (F 0 -~ 0 for all i~ 0, and 
3 
H, (I.-Ji=~ G ; Z) = Z. It follows that H2 (ast (v, K);  Z)  -~ Z. We see that K is not a 
homology sphere, by studying the triple (K, ast(v, K), star(v, K)), 
/-/2 (0star (v, K) ; Z)--*/-/2 (ast (v, K); Z)@/-/2 (star (v, K) ; Z) 
--'," H2 (K; Z)-L~ H, (3 star (v, K); Z)----~. 
Since star(v, K) is a 4-ball, we see that 
/-/2 (Ostar (v, K); Z)  = H, (0star (v, K); Z)  = H2 (star (v, K); Z)  = 0. 
The above sequence now yields H~ (K; Z)  =/-/2 (ast (v, K); Z)  - Z, which could not 
be the case for a 4-sphere. 
Theorem 4.2. I f  M"  is a homology n-manifo ld with few vertices then M"  is a p.l. 
n-sphere for n = 3 or n >! 5. For n = 4, M"  is either a p.l. n-sphere or not a /mmology 
sphere. 
Proof. Our proof is by induction on n. For n = 3, consider any simplex o- in M". 
The link of o" is a homology k-sphere for some k < 3. It is well known that the link 
will therefore be a p.l. k-sphere. By Lemma 3.2, all of the boundaries of the 
barycentric stars are p.l. spheres and the barycentric stars are p.I. cells. It now 
follows that the barycentric stars form a simple gcc decomposition of M" and by 
Theorem 4.1, M" is a sphere. To see that it is, in fact, a p.l. sphere, observe that in 
the proof of Theorem 4.1 if v is a vertex in M" then ast (v, M) \vas the union of p.l. 
bails. Except for the pathological case in dimension 4, ast (v, M) could be shelled, 
hence by Lemma 3.3, ast (v, M) is a p.I. ball. It now follows from Lemma 3.4 that 
M" = ast (v, M) U star (v, M) is a p.l. sphere. 
For n > 3 we observe that for any simplex o" in M", L(cr, M ' )  is a homology 
sphere with few vertices; thus by induction it is a p.l. sphere (even if the link is 
4-dimensional since it must be a homology sphere). Again the barycentric stars will 
give a p.I. simple gcc decomposition of M" and the theorem follows, as for n = 3, 
from Theorem 4.1. 
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Corollary 4.3. I f  M"  is a homology n-manifold with a triangulation T sztch that the 
link of each vertex in T has less than n + 5 vertices, then M"  is a p.l. manifold. 
Proof. The link of each/-s implex is contained in the link of one of its vertices and 
hence has less than n + 5 - i vertices. But this link is a homology (n - i - 1)-sphere, 
hence it is a p.i. sphere by Theorem 4.2. It follows that M" is a p.l. manifold. Since 
every triangulated manifold is a homology manifold [3, art. 7-4], our theorems hold 
for triangulated manifolds. 
5. Remarks 
(i) The class of manifolds with few vertices is sufficiently large to make our 
theorem interesting. Already for n = 3 there are 39 combinatorial types of 
triangulated manifolds with eight vertices (see [1]). The formula derived by Perles 
(see [4, p. 113])for  the number of simplicial n-polytopes with n +3 vertices 
furnishes a lower bound (although a rather crude one) on the number of 
combinatorial types of (n -  1)-manifolds with few vertices. The function is very 
complicated but it is easy to see that it grows exponentially in d. 
(if) To the best of the authors' knowledge, it is not known if the minimal 
triangulation of CP 2 (complex projective space) has nine vertices, A lsothe authors 
were unable to show that if a triangulated 4-manifold with nine vertices is not a 
sphere, then it is CP 2, although it easily follows from the proof of Theorem 4.1 that 
the integral cohomology ring of the 4-manifold is the same as that of CP 2. 
(iii) One can prove that any simple n-gcc-complex is an n-manifold and that the 
gcc-decomposition is dual to a triangulation of the manifold (one uses the fact that 
the star of a vertex is a cell in the gcc-decomposition, which follows from Theorem 
4.1). It is not known if every triangulated manifold has a dual gcc-decomposition. 
(iv) Using our methods it follows easily that any 4-manifold with at most 8 
vertices is a p.l. sphere. 
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